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Summary 

The objectives of the present study were to apply leg structure scores (LSS) to examine the leg structures in stalled females， 

to assess the occurrence of poor leg structures， to investigate any associations between LSS and backfat thickness or behavior， 

and to compare the survival probabilities between LSS groups. A commercial farm equipped with a computerized recording 

system was visited six times over two years to record the LSS in the four legs of 709 stalled females. The structures were scored 

by trained evaluators when a female was standing in a gestation stall. In our scoring method (POOR or OK)， the POOR leg 

structure was defined as buck-kneed front legs， sickle-hocked hind legs or post-legged hind legs. Females having at least one 

POOR leg were classified into the POOR group and the other females were classified into the OK group. We recorded the 

relative frequencies (%) of three types of postural behavior (standing， sitting or lying) and vacuum chewing in stalled females 

by point sampling at 15-minute intervals over a six hour period when the leg evaluators were recording LSS during our farm 

visits. Linear mixed-effects models and survival analysis were performed. The mean value (士SEM)of observed parity for the 

1，560 four-l巴gobservations in 709 females was 1.9:t0.04. Relative frequencies in the POOR and OK groups were 6.4% and 

93.6%， respectively. LSS was recorded more than twice in 69.8% (495 females) of the 709 females. The LSS in 86.5% (428 

females) of these 495 females did not change across parity. Proportions of females having the POOR leg structures in parity 

0，1，2，5 and 6 were lower than those in parity 3 and 4 sows (P<0.05). No differences were found between the LSS groups 

for hazards of culling， backfat measurements or any types of behavior of females (P>O.lO). In summary， stalled females 

having POOR or OK 1eg scores similarly survived. Furthermore， the LSS of stalled females was not related to backfat thickness 

or behavior. 

Keywords : behavior， leg， sow， survival analysis， w巴ll-being

Introduction 

Lameness in swine is one of the concerns about an animal 

well-beingIO
) and poor leg structure is a main reason for 

lameness9
). An educational tool of leg structure scores (LSS) 

has been developed to help producers and veterinarians to 

evaluate the leg structure of gilts at herd entryI8). It may also 

be useful for producers and veterinarians to evaluate the leg 

structures of stalled gilts and sows in order to identify female 

pigs (fema1es) exhibiting locomotor problems such as leg 
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weakness and lameness. However， no study has yet applied 

this evaluation method to examine the leg structures of 

stalled gilts and sows. 

Females culled due to locomotor problems were removed 

from farms before they attain fulllife expectancy on farmsll
). 

The average parity of females culled for locomotor problems 

was 2.614
). Additionally， females with poor leg structures at 

herd entry were removed earlier than well-conformed gilts6，2U. 

To our knowledge， the relationships between the LSS in 

stalled females and survivability or culling risk has not been 

studied yet. 

Culls for locomotor problems tended to be more common 

for low-parity females5
•

14
). In a previous report， 12 to 16 % of 

removed females in low-parity females were removed due to 

poor leg structure2U
• However， no study has reported on the 

occurrence of poor leg structures by parity or changes in leg 
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structures across parity. 

The previous studies have reported associations between 

lameness and thinner backfat thickness20
) or higher occur-

rence of lying-down b巴havior2
)in sows. Purebred sows with 

backfat thickness under 15 mm at first farrowing tended to be 

culled due to lameness20
). Additionally， severe lameness in 

lactating sows was associated with higher occurrence of 

lying-down behavior2
). On the other hand， we are unaware 

of any studies reporting the relationship between poor leg 

structure and stereotype. Stereotype was defined as behavior 

that is relatively invariant， regularly repeated， and without an 

obvious function8
). Vacuum chewing (one kind of stereo-

typies) is often used as an indicator of animal well開being1
，8)• 

Therefore， the objectives of the present study were to apply 

LSS for leg structure evaluation， to assess the occurrence of 

poor leg structur巴 byparity and to investigate the associa・

tions of LSS with survivability， culling risk， backfat thickness 

and behavior in stalled females. 

Materials and methods 

Farm 

The present study was conducted on a commercial farm in 

Eastern Japan that had approximately 500 females and used 

a computerized recording system (PigCHAMP Inc.， Ames， 

IA， U.S.A.). Approximately 90% of breeding females on 

this farm were F1 crossbreds between Landrace and Large 

White， and the remaining 10% were Landrace pigs. Home-

grown gilts were selected for normalleg structures and sound 

gaits at various growing stages of the gilts on the farm. The 

sides of the gestating stalls were formed by thermostatically 

controlled curtains for natural ventilation. Females， includ-

ing both gi1ts and sows， wer巴housedin stalls on a partially 

slatted concrete floor after insemination. The mean (:t SEM) 

dimensions of the stalls on the farm were 219.0土2.01cm 

long， 63.0土0.17cmwide and 108.2:t0.74cm high. Stalled 

females were fed daily an average 2 kg of a gestation diet of 

corn and soybean meal in the morning. The calculated 

composition of the gestation diet was 13.2% CP， 0.9% Ca， 

0.8% P， and 3，180 kcal/kg of ME (as-fed basis). 

Data 

We visited the farm six times over two years from 2006 to 

2007 to record the LSS in stalled females. We recorded 1，644 

four-leg observations on 743 stalled females. Of the 743 

females， 709 farrowed at least once， and had litter perform-

ance records and 1，560 four-leg observations. Thus， we 

analyzed 1，560 four-leg observations on the 709 females. In 

addition， we collected 1，419 backfat measurement records 

and 1，383 behavior records during the parity in which we 

conducted the 1，560 four-leg observations. Sow performance 

data， recorded using PigCHAMP， were collected after the 

leg observations. 

Definition of leg structure score 

Structures for four legs in a female were scored by trained 

evaluators when the female was standing in the stall. The 

LSS was developed by Iowa State University and National 

Pork Board (Ames， IA， U.S.A.). The original scoring system 

for replacement gilts in pens or paddock has three scores : 

GOOD， OK and CULL (Table 1). To check consistency of 

the LSS， 20 females were randomly selected and their 80 legs 

were scored by two independent evaluators. Kappa statistics 

were calculated to estimate the levels of agreement between 

the two evaluators19
). We combined GOOD with OK scores 

because our kappa value to distinguish GOOD from OK in 

stalled females was low (0.40) in our preliminary analysis. In 

our simplified scoring method， the POOR leg structure was 

defined as buck-kneed front legs， sickle-hocked hind 1egs or 

post聞leggedhind legs. Additionally， stalled females were 

classified into two groups based on the LSS : POOR or OK 

groups. Females in the POOR group had at least one leg 

with a POOR score， and females in the OK group had no 

POOR score for any leg. 

In another preliminary analysis， no differences were found 

in the relative frequency of LSS between the left and right 

legs in either the front or hind legs (P > 0.10). Additionally， 

no difference was found in the relative frequency of LSS 

between the front and hind legs (P > 0.10). 
Point sampling for postural behavior and vacuum chewing 

Our behavior observers performed six-hour point sampling16
) 

when leg evaluators were checking the LSS in the stalled 

females. In the point sampling， the observers walked quietly 

along the rows of stalled females and recorded three types of 

postural behavior (standing， sitting or lying) and vacuum 

chewing at 15・・minuteintervals for six hours by point sam-

pling starting from the end of the morning feed distribution 

(scheduled between 0730 and 0800). Relative frequencies of 

the postural behavior and vacuum chewing during the six 

hours were expressed as a p巴rcentageof the total 25 time 

observations. As the standard definitions17l， standing was，a 

posture in which a female was upright with all four feet on 

the ground， sitting was a posture in which a female had her 

rear end on the floor with two front feet on the ground and 

lying was a postur巴 inwhich a female was neither standing 

nor sitting. Vacuum chewing was defined as oral activity 

with saliva， but no with food in the pig's mouth. 

Definitions of culling risk and sow perfor 
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Scoring system for evaluating the leg structures Table 1 

Reference 

score1 

Scores in the 

present study 
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N ormal leg structure GOOD OK 

1 Stalder et a1.， 2005， Iowa State University and National Pork BoardI8
). 

the leg observation were treated as uncensored subjects. The 

number of days for uncensored f，巴maleswas the days from 

the date of the farrowing to the date of the females culled. 

Surviving， dead and euthanized females at subsequent parity 

after a leg observation were treated as censored subjects. 

Independent variab1es were the LSS and the parity. The 

month when we recorded the LSS was inc1uded in the model， 

using dummy variables to adjust for variations of the month 

effects. 

Means of observed parity and stage of gestation (土SEM)

were 1.9土0.04and 58.0土0.74days， respectively. Relative 

frequencies of the POOR and OK groups were 6.4% (100 

four-leg observations) and 93.6% (1，460 four-leg observa-

tions)， respectively. Table 2 shows the proportions of females 

with POOR leg structures by parity. The proportions of 

females with POOR leg strucjures in parity 0， 1， 2， 5 and 6 

were lower than those in parity 3 and 4 (P< 0.05). The LSS 

groups were not associated with the stage of gestation (P> 

0.10). 

Table 3 shows the changes in leg structures across parity. Of 

the 709 females， 69.8% (495 females) were scored for LSS 

more than twice across parity. The LSS in 86.5% (428 

females) of these 495 females did not change across parity. 

Table 4 shows comparisons of culling risk， backfat thick-

ness and behavior between the LSS groups. No differences 

were found between the LSS groups for culling risk， backfat 

measurement， postural behavior or vacuum chewing (P> 

0.10). 

The proportion of the females culled due to locomotor 

problems was 1.8% (13 females). Figure 1 shows survival 

curves after farrowing by LSS groups. Of the 709 females， 

means of observed parity were 1.1士1.52. The hazards of 

culling were not associated with the LSS groups (P > 0.10). 

Results 

Discussion 

The present study was the first report about the changes of 

the leg structure in repeated observations of stalled females 

The backfat thickness at prefarrowing was measur巴dwhen 

females were moved to a farrowing barn one week before the 

expected farrowing date. The backfat thickness at weaning 

was measured within three days before weaning. The backfat 

gain during gestation was ca1culated as the backfat thickness 

at weaning subtracted from the backfat thickness at pre-

farrowing. The stage of gestation was the number of days 

from the date of first mating during the conception service to 

the dat巴 weobserved the LSS. 

Statistical analysis 

All statistical analyses were done with SAS software (SAS 

Inst. Inc.， Cary， NC， U.S.A.). Binominal data were analyzed 

with mixed-effects logistic regression models using the 

GLIMMIX procedur巴 withcontrast. Continuous data were 

analyzed with linear mixed-effects model using the MIXED 

procedure with Tukey-Kramer multiple comparisons. A 

chi-squared test was used to examine the differences between 

the frequency distributions of the LSS. 

Model 1 was used to compare the proportions of females 

having the POOR leg structures between parity or stage of 

gestation. The dependent variable was whether a female had 

the POOR leg structures. Th巴 independentvariables were 

parity and stage of gestation. Model 2 was performed to 

compare backfat thickness and culling risk between the LSS 

groups. The independent variables were the LSS groups and 

parity. Model 3 was used to compare the three types of 

postural behavior and vacuum chewing between the LSS 

groups. Arcsin巴 transformationwas performed on the pos-

tural behavior and vacuum chewing data because the meas-

urements were expressed as a proportion 12). The independent 

variables were the LSS groups， parity and stage of gestation. 

Breeds were inc1uded in all the models. Furthermore， ob-

served year， month and female ID were inc1uded as random 

effects in all the models. 

A Cox proportional hazards model with PHREG proc巴-

dure was used to obtain the hazards for culling at subsequent 

parity after a leg observation. Of 1，560 four-leg observa-

tions， the first observations for 709 females were used for 

survival analysis. Fema1es culled at subsequent parity after 

L 
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Comparisons of proportions (%) of 1，560 four-leg observations in 

709 female pigs between parity groups 

Table 2 

Proportions of the POOR in 
the fema1e pigs (:t SEM)， % 
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* POOR : Fema1e pigs having buckセneedfront 1egs， sick1e-hocked hind 1egs or 

post-1egged hind 1egs. 

Number of fema1e pigs changing of the 1eg structure scores in the repeated observations 

on 495 fema1e pigs 

Tab1e 3 

Number of repeated observations 

Thr閣 times Four times Five times Six times 

Number of all fema1e pigs observed 

Fema1e pigs not changed scores 
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* POOR : Fema1巴 pigshaving buck-kneed front 1egs， sick1e-hocked hind 1egs or post-1egged hind 1egs. 

OK : Fema1e pigs having no POOR score for any 1eg. 

across parity. Our resu1ts showed no change of the LSS in 

86.5% fema1es across parity， which indicated that the 1eg 

structures in the stalled fema1es did not appear to change so 

much across parity. 

No differences between the LSS groups in survivabi1ity or 

culling risk indicated that the stalled fema1es in the POOR 

and OK groups simi1ar1y survived. This resu1t disagreed with 

some previous studies showing that the survivabi1ity decreased 

with poor 1eg structure in gi1ts6， 21). This discrepancy between 

our study and the previous studies appeared to be exp1ained 

by the difference in the life stage of fema1es when the 1eg 

structures were eva1uated. We eva1uated the fema1es on1y in 

the stalls at various parities by using the LSS， whereas in the 

other studies the 1eg structur巴sof gi1ts had been eva1uated in 

parity 0 at herd entry 6，21). In fact， farm workers in this study 

had se1ected rep1acement gi1ts with desirab1e 1egs and sound 

gaits. Therefore， fema1e survivabi1ity was not re1ated to 1eg 

structures in stalled fema1es on this studied farm. 
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Table 4 

118 

Leg structure score groups* 

POOR OK 

Mean土SEM n Mean:t SEM 

Four-leg obs巴rvations

Mean土SEM n 

Culling risk， % 

Backfat thickness1 
18.8土0.391，460 22.0:t0.42 100 19.0:t0.39 

n 

1，560 

Measurements 

21.1:t0.09 408 21.6:t0.60 16 21.1士0.09424 

Gilts 

Backfat thickness at 

prefarrowing， mm 

Sows 

Backfat thickness at prefarrowing， mm 20.4:t0.07 919 20.3:t0.30 76 20.4:t0.07 995 

0.9:t0.05 919 0.7:t0.25 76 0.9:t0.05 995 Backfat gain during gestation， mm 

19.5:t0.07 

62.9:t0.54 

6.9土0.29

30.2土0.48

919 

1，287 

1，287 

1，287 

19. 6:t0. 26 

64.0土1.70 

6.3土0.92

29.7土1.58 
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19.5:t0.07 

62.8:t0.52 

6.9土0.28

30.3土0.47

995 

1，383 

1，383 

1，383 

Backfat thickness at weaning， mm 

Postural behavior2 

Lying， % 

Sitting， % 

Standing， % 

Stereotype2 

Vacuum chewing， % 2.3士0.17

キPOOR: Female pigs having buck-kneed front legs， sickle-hocked hind legs or post-legged hind legs. 

pigs having no POOR score for any leg. 

1141 female pigs did not have records of backfat thickness at prefarrowing or weaning. 

2 177 female pigs did not have behavior records. 

OK: Female 

1，287 4.7土0.9996 2.5:t0.18 1，383 

tions of the present study， no associations b巴tweenLSS 

groups and postural behavior or stereotype indicate that the 

leg structures we observed may not be poor enough to affect 

leg weakness or behavior. 

Our study did not find any association between the LSS 

groups and backfat measurements， although an infiuence of 

thin backfat thickness on locomotor problems has been 

reported in other studies13，20). Probably， the females we 

observed were well fed and managed throughout gestation. 

In conclusion， the leg structures in stalled females were not 

critically related to survivability， backfat measurements or 

behavior. We recommend checking th巴 legstructures in 

replacement gilts before their herd entry rather than those in 

the stalled females. 
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Our study showed that the females in low-parity had fewer 

POOR legs than those in mid-parity. Low幽paritywas one of 

the factors associated with a high occurrence of leg weakn巴ss

and culling due to locomotor problems1， 3). The few low-

parity femll.les having undesirable leg structures in the pres-

ent study suggested that replacement gilts had been selected 

for dωirable leg structures before their herd entry. Ad-

ditionally， there were lower proportions of sows with POOR 

leg structures in high-parity than those in mid-parity. The 

reason for this appeared to be explained that high-parity sows 

have long been under culling pressure for locomotor prob司

lems3) ems 

Our study farm had approximately only one fifth of the 

proportion of females with the undesirable leg structures 

compar巴dto a previous study that showed 30.5%の. Ad同

ditionally， the lower proportion of the females culled due to 

locomotor problems in the present study (1.8%) than that in 

a previous study (8.6%)4) indicated that the number of 

females having locomotor problems to be culled was not 

many on the farm. 

Leg weakness was associated with a high occurrence of 

lying-down behavior in SOWS
15). However， under the condi-

L 
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Ministry of Education， Culture， Sports， Science and Technol-

ogy of Japan. 
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原著

ストール飼育雌豚における四肢の肢勢スコアと生存時間，

背脂肪厚及び行動との関連性

金子麻衣*・佐々木羊介・高井康孝・繍顕雄三

干214-8571神奈川県川崎市多摩区東三田 1-1-1，明治大学農学部

要旨

肢行や脚弱といった四肢の問題は，動物福祉の問題に

関係していると考えられる。海外では，農場導入時の未経

産豚における四肢の肢勢スコアが発表されているが，こ

れはストール飼育された雌豚において，四肢に問題があ

る雌豚を発見することに役立つかもしれない。本研究は，

生産農場において，ストール飼育された雌豚の四肢の肢

勢を観察すること，肢勢スコアと生存時間，背脂肪厚及び

行動との関連性を調査することを目的とした。繁殖雌豚

500頭一貫経営農場に 2年間で 6回訪問し，雌豚の四肢の

肢勢スコアを記録した。肢勢スコアは， OKとPOORに

分類した。前肢において，肘が内側に曲がっているもの，

後肢において，尻・後膝・飛節が直線上に位置にあり直

肢している，または飛節が鎌状に曲がっているものを

POOR， POOR以外の肢勢を OKとした。また，少なくと

も1本の肢の肢勢スコアが POORであった雌豚を POOR

クーループ，その他の雌豚を OKグループに分類した。四肢
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の肢勢スコアと生存時間の関連性には，生存時間分析を

用い，その他の分析には混合効果モデルを用いた。 709頭

における 1，560観察記録の内，肢勢スコアが POORで

あった記録は 6.4%(1460記録)， OKであった記録は

93.6% (100記録)であった。また，四肢の肢勢を複数回観

察された 495頭のうち， 86.5% (428頭〕は産次を経ても

肢勢スコアが変化しなかった。 0，1， 2， 5， 6産次の雌豚

は3産次と 4産次の雌豚よりも肢勢スコアが POORで

あった雌豚の割合が低くなった (P<0.05)。生存確率に肢

勢スコアによる差は見られなかった。また，淘汰リスクに

肢勢スコアによる差はなかった。背脂肪厚，行動割合と肢

勢スコアに関連性はなかった。本研究において，ストール

飼育された雌豚における四肢の肢勢スコアは，生存時間，

背脂肪厚及び行動と関連がないことを示唆した。
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